
9x14ft Net Assembly 



For complete Trampoline Assembly  
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Layout the Upper Net Rails pieces as shown in preparation for installation  
This can either be done: 
• at ground level on a clean floor area, or  
• with care on the pads so you can work at a convenient waist height (recommended) 

NOTE: the rail/pole ends are sharp enough to cut the pads or jumping mat, so suggest 
using cardboard in-between the net rail and the pads and mat during assembly, or 

• assembled last when at its actual finished height (more difficult) 

Net 



Layout the Net with the Entrance as shown and so the  
Upper Net Rails & Foams line up with their respective Net Sleeves 

Entrance only goes in the centre on the long side 



Start at any point of the upper net perimeter sleeving e.g. a corner  
• slide one piece of rail with foam into the corresponding net sleeve 

 
NOTE:  The curved corner rail (item “A” ) is not symmetrical, the longer 
section is on the long side of the trampoline 



Step 1    -  insert the next rail (item “D”) with foam until the rail gets to the next sleeve opening  
Step 2    -  place Tee piece (item “F”) in-between the sleeve ends  
                   NOTE:  ensure the spring button on the Tee piece is facing to the outside, this is important for later on 
Step 3    -  continue sliding the rail (item “D”) through the Tee piece until it comes to the end of the next sleeve 
Step 4    -  spread the sleeves and foams apart enough to enable you to complete the join of the 2 rails together,  
                   NOTE:  ensure the spring clip lines up and is clicked into place 
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• insert the next Rail piece (item “E”) with its foam into the next sleeve 
• complete the join, make sure the spring clip clicks into place 



Continue this process all the way around the perimeter until all the rails are 
inserted with their foams into the net sleeves and all joins have their spring clips 
clicked into place 



If you have worked at ground level…. then place the Upper Rail Assembly onto the 
Trampoline frame, position the net sides to the outside of the trampoline as shown. 
 
NOTE: For net clarity the Trampoline mat and pads have been removed from the above 
image  



Insert 4 of the vertical net pole assemblies, only do for the long side 
 



• Lift one side vertically and place the bottom of the vertical poles in the frame sockets 
• Then go to the opposite side and do the same 
• Then do the same for the other ends 
      NOTE:  This is best done with 2 people 



Framework in skeleton mode, reference Image only  
 




